Vascular Parkinsonism: a case report and review of the literature.
Vascular Parkinsonism (VP) is characterised by sudden onset and rapid progression of clinical symptoms, absent or poor response to dopamine substitution therapy, and postural instability with shuffling gait and absence of tremor, making it a clinically distinct entity from idiopathic Parkinson's disease (IPD). Furthermore, it displays certain typical findings in neurological investigations. We report on a patient presenting features of VP associated with an intracerebral lesion not ascribed to VP to date, namely an isolated ischaemic focal lesion located in the left cerebral peduncle between the substantia nigra and nucleus ruber as evidenced by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). The pathophysiological organic correlate for contralateral extrapyramidal symptoms in this patient may be an interruption of nigro-thalamic projection, interrupting the final subcortical station in the cortic-striato-pallido-nigro-thalamico-cortical loop central to the pathophysiology of parkinsonian syndromes. Non-response t o levodopa therapy could be a consequence of disruption of the cortico-basal ganglia-cortical loop on account of ischaemic destruction of subcortico-cortical axons, the underlying pathology, therefore, not being the result of a loss of nigral dopaminergic neurons or striatal dopamine deficiency pathogonomonic of IPD. To our knowledge, this is the first case of clinically manifest VP to be described with a single lesion in the contralateral cerebral peduncle between the substantia nigra and nucleus ruber, and suggests alternative intracerebral patterns for the distribution of disease-causing lesions in VP, and possibly new pathophysiological explanations for the nature of this disease.